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„Scientists, researchers and early-stage doctoral candidates exchange their 
innovative knowledge on conferences, congresses, symposia and meetings: 
you are cordially invited to do so in  two multi-disciplinary conferences, 
dedicated to examining, comprehending and discussing relevant expertise 
and excellency in research. Welcome to the University of Applied Sciences 
Burgenland!“

Doctoral Programme Director and Head of Academic Scientific Committee 
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Sc. Dr. h.c. Irena Zavrl Ph.D.



International Scientific Conference for 
Doctoral Students and Early Stage Researchers 

for International Economic Relations and 
Management

International Scientific Conference for 
Doctoral Students and Early Stage Researchers

for Educational & Communication Sciences

Friday, May 10 // 9.00-15.30 // UAS Burgenland

The  first doctoral candidates  are offered the 
opportunity to celebrate  their graduation 

from our  JOINT DOCTORAL STUDIES by taking 
part in a graduation ceremony

Saturday, May 11 // 14.00 // Esterhazy castle

Programme

Thursday, May 9 // 9.30-17.30 // UAS Burgenland



Partner Universities
10

Date
9 to 11 May

Location
7000 Eisenstadt, Campus 1

Language
English

„Since 2014 the University of Applied Sciences Burgen-
land in cooperation with internationally renowned 
partner universities has been offering  two joint, col-
laborative, interdisciplinary and cross-border part-time 
doctoral study programmes: the “International Joint 
Cross-Border PhD Programme in International Econo-
mic Relations and Management” and the “Internatio-
nal Cooperative Cross-Border Interdisciplinary Doctoral 
Programme in Educational & Communication Sciences”. 
Both doctoral programmes, accredited on the na-
tional and European level by the Austrian Accredi-
tation Agency for Quality Assurance (AQ), are con-
ducted in English and provide scientific education 
according to international academic standards, ena-
bling doctoral candidates to conduct independent 
research work in their respective field of expertise.
Innovation and research-focused, both scientific 
conferences aim to present and discuss the most 
recent research findings of doctoral students and 
early-stage researchers pursuing their studies, ena-
bling them to present results of their research-in-
progress and at the same time get feedback from 
other peers as well as distinguished professors and 
experts from the respective partner universities.

Registration & Information

Registration
gabriele.könig@fh-burgenland.at

Contact
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Sc. Dr. h.c. Irena Zavrl Ph.D.

E-Mail
gabriele.könig@fh-burgenland.at

Telefon 
+43 5 7705-4510

Facts about the Doctoral Studies



„The whole week of Europe Day on 9 May is all about Europe and 
internationality at the University of Applied Sciences Burgenland. The 
first part, Building Bridges - European Staff Week from 6 to 9 May, will be 
followed by the Scientific Conferences on 9 and 10 May, which will lead to 
the Europatage - Business Forum Eisenstadt on 10 and 11 May. We invite 
colleagues from all over the world to discuss with us, to network, to get 
inspiration and to find solutions for current challenges together!”

Prof. Dr. Michael Roither
Vice Rector for International Affairs

„Dig in! Digitalization and Internationalization: Challenges 
and Opportunities for Universities“ is the main theme of Buil-
ding Bridges 2019. What do digitalization and internationa-
lization mean for administration, lecturing and didactics at 
universities? What can we learn from each other in that re-
gard, and where can we possibly work together? How can 
universities survive in global competition, what ideas, crea-
tive measures and initiatives are there for this in Europe? 

These and many other questions are at the heart of European 
Staff Week. Building Bridges invites colleagues from administra-
tion, lecturing and didactics to discuss important current topics 
together, to be inspired by keynotes and to network during and 
after the programme in beautiful Burgenland, near Vienna. The 
event sees itself as a platform that presents inputs from the par-
ticipants in many aspects of the programme and uses them as 
a basis for discussion: Learning from each other and with each 
other in order to better master the challenges of the future.

The University of Applied Science Burgenland, Department 
of Economics, hosts its flagship convention, the Europa-
tage – Business Forum Eisenstadt, for the 23rd time. Every 
year, international speakers and guests meet here for two 
days to discuss topics of European and global relevance. 
“The Myth of Europe – Europe’s role in the World” is the guiding 
theme of this year’s convention. The theme was selected to delve 
into questions such as how innovative, competitive and relevant 
Europe still is from a global geopolitical perspective. Although 
Europe is home to many hidden champions in the technology 
sector, reports of innovative megaprojects tend to emerge out 
of Asia. Although Europe is home to many languages, when it 
comes to communication technologies one tends to first think 
of the USA. Although Europe is a densely populated continent, 
population growth is more associated with Africa. Is the old 
continent still keeping up with time? Does it still play a role in 
world politics? How important is Europe as an economic power?


